
APTS Statistical Inference, Preliminary Questions

Jonathan Rougier, 2012.

These questions are to prepare you for the APTS module Statistical Inference.

You should attempt them after reading sections 1 and 2.1 of the notes.

1. Basic probability theory.

You can look up the answers to these questions in a standard textbook, but

it might be fun to try them first.

(a) Markov’s inequality states that if X is a non-negative random variable

with finite mean µ, then Pr{X ≥ a} ≤ µ/a, for all a > 0. Prove this.

(b) Now prove Chebyshev’s inequality using Markov’s inequality.

(c) Now prove that if X1, X2, . . . are an IID sequence with finite variance,

then

n−1(X1 + · · ·+Xn)
P−→ µ,

the Weak Law of Large Numbers (WLLN), where µ is the mean of the

X’s.

(d) Xn converges to Y in quadratic mean, written X
qm−→ Y , if

E
{

(Xn − Y )2} → 0.

Use Chebyshev’s inequality to prove that Xn
qm−→ Y implies Xn

P−→ Y .

(e) The mean squared error (MSE) of an estimator s is defined as (I’m

dropping the ‘; θ’ argument, for clarity)

MSE(S) := E
{

(S − θ)2
}
.

Show that MSE(S) = bias(S)2 + Var(S).

(f) Show that if the bias and the standard error of an estimator both go

to zero as n increases for all θ, then the estimator is consistent; i.e.

S
P−→ θ for all θ ∈ Ω.
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(g) The formal statement of Jensen’s inequality is that if g is a convex

function and (p1, . . . , pm) is a probability assignment over X, then

E{g(X)} =
m∑
j=1

pjg(xj) ≥ g
( m∑

j=1

pi xj

)
= g(E{X}).

Prove this. (Hint: start with the definition of a convex function for

which m = 2, and then use induction.)

(h) Now prove Gibbs’s Inequality.

2. Fun with the Poisson distribution.

The Poisson distribution has

fX(x;λ) = exp(−λ)
λx

x!
for x = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

and zero otherwise, where λ > 0.

(a) Show that the moment generating function (MGF) of the Poisson dis-

tribution is

M(t;λ) = exp{λ(et − 1)}.

And hence show that E(X;λ) = Var(X;λ) = λ.

(b) Suppose that X
iid∼ fX(x;λ) and that Yn := X1 + · · ·+Xn. Prove that

Y ∼ fX(y;nλ) and that Yn
D−→ N(y;nλ, nλ).

(c) Find the score function for X ∼ fX(x;λ). Confirm that its expectation

is zero. Show that its variance is 1/λ =: i1(λ), where i1 is the Fisher

Information of X.

(d) Show that if X
iid∼ fX(x;λ), then the MLE for λ is λ̂(x) = x̄, where x̄

is the sample mean.

(e) Show that λ̂(x) is unbiased, and that the standard deviation of λ̂(x) is√
λ/n. Confirm that λ̂(x) achieves the Cramér-Rao lower bound.

(f) Compute the expression u(x, λ)2/in(λ). Identify its asymptotic distri-

bution.
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